
     Nature Diary 4 

Have you got a garden pond, if not why not? We have a small pond which gives us year round interest 

especially when our grandson fell in. Each summer our pond produces a good crop of beautiful yellow and 

black striped dragonflies (Aeshna cyanae) and a variety of smaller iridescent blue green or red damsel flies. 

    

                            

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

  

Dragonflies are one of my favourite insects because of 

their Jekyll and Hyde lifestyle. The female lays eggs in 

the pond and they develop into almost grotesque 

nymphs. I can always find plenty, here with some newt 

tadpoles. The tadpoles or as I prefer newt poles are 

about 1inch long so you can judge the size of the 

nymph. This one obviously isn’t hungry. 

Dragonflies are wonders of engineering. Many aquatic insects breathe using gills, often distributed along 

their sides. The dragonfly nymph, however, goes one step further and has its gills inside its anus. It 

breathes by pushing water in and out of its bottom. How cool is that? What is more when it wants to make 

a rapid escape it takes a deep ‘breath’ and whoosh bum jet propulsion! 

At the other end is a remarkable arrangement of mouth parts called a mask. 

You can just see the fangs at the end of the 

mask like folded arms. The diagram best 

explains how the mask is deployed to capture 

small creatures like tadpoles small fish and even 

fingers.  

The nymphs can remain in the pond for up to five 

years depending on the climate. They climb out 

of the water on a convenient plant stem. Their 

back splits open and out emerges an adult 

dragonfly.                                                

 



Adult dragonflies are remarkable creatures. Their huge compound eyes each side of their head contain 

30,000   eyelets giving 180 degree vision. They also have three separate eyes on top of their head enabling 

them to see polarised and UV light. With their four wings they are capable of speeds up to 30 mph, they 

can also hover and fly backwards. All this gear allows them to catch flying insects on the wing with their 

front legs. 

 
You may be lucky enough to have water boatmen in you pond which ‘row’ them using their middle legs. 

One species, the Lesser Water boatman (Micronecta scholtzi) which is only 3mm long holds the world 

record for being the loudest creature on earth for its size generating over 90 decibels. The males rotate 

their genitalia and strike them on their abdomens to attract the ‘ladies’. They often perform in groups. No 

picture – I’ll leave it to your imagination! 

How about my newt poles, the ones that escaped the dragon fly nymph? They gradually lose their gills 

from behind their heads and when strong enough leave the pond to hunt for creepy crawlies during the 

night. They only return to the pond to breed in the Spring. The female leaves eggs in curled up leaves. 

 

Squirrel stop press! 

Donald our inadequate squirrel still visits at least twice a day searching for brown pebbles. Recently I’ve 

tried to wean him off pebbles by putting out a few acorns. I think I’ve trained him to take them as well as 

pebbles. I won’t know until the Spring when I have the Major Oak growing out of my lawn. I’m going to 

advertise my services as Britain’s first Squirrel Whisperer.       
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